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Abstract Recommender systems can strongly influence which information we
see online, e.g., on social media, and thus impact our beliefs, decisions, and
actions. At the same time, these systems can create substantial business value
for different stakeholders. Given the growing potential impact of such AI-based
systems on individuals, organizations, and society, questions of fairness have
gained increased attention in recent years. However, research on fairness in
recommender systems is still a developing area. In this survey, we first review
the fundamental concepts and notions of fairness that were put forward in the
area in the recent past. Afterward, through a review of more than 160 scholarly
publications, we present an overview of how research in this field is currently
operationalized, e.g., in terms of general research methodology, fairness mea-
sures, and algorithmic approaches. Overall, our analysis of recent works points
to certain research gaps. In particular, we find that in many research works
in computer science, very abstract problem operationalizations are prevalent
and questions of the underlying normative claims and what represents a fair
recommendation in the context of a given application are often not discussed
in depth. These observations call for more interdisciplinary research to address
fairness in recommendation in a more comprehensive and impactful manner.
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1 Introduction

Recommender systems (RS) are one of the most visible and successful appli-
cations of AI technology in practice, and personalized recommendations—as
provided on many modern e-commerce or media sites–can have a substan-
tial impact on different stakeholders. On e-commerce sites, for example, the
choices of consumers can be largely influenced by recommendations, and these
choices are often directly related to the profitability of the platform. On news
websites or social media, on the other hand, personalized recommendations
may determine to a large extent which information we see, which in turn may
shape not only our own beliefs, decisions, and actions but also the beliefs of a
community of users or an entire society.

In academia, recommenders have historically been considered as “benevo-
lent” systems that create value for consumers, e.g., by helping them find rele-
vant items, and that this value for consumers then translates to value for busi-
nesses, e.g., due to higher sales numbers or increased customer retention [79].
Only in the most recent years was more awareness raised regarding possible
negative effects of automated recommendations, e.g., that they may promote
items on an e-commerce site that mainly maximize the profit of providers or
that they may lead to an increased spread of misinformation on social media.

Given the potentially significant effects of recommendations on different
stakeholders, researchers increasingly argue that providing recommendations
may raise various ethical questions and should thus be done in a responsible
way [117, 151]. One important ethical question in this context is that of the
fairness of a recommender system, see [24, 51], reflecting related discussions
on the more general level of fair machine learning and fair AI [15, 106, 117].

During the last few years, researchers have discussed and analyzed different
dimensions in which a recommender system should be fair or vice versa.

Given the nature of fairness as a social construct, it, however, seems difficult
(or even impossible [51]) to establish a general definition of what represents
a fair recommendation. In addition to the subjectivity of fairness, there are
frequently competing stakeholder interests to account for in real-world recom-
mendation contexts [4, 115].

With this survey, we aim to provide an overview of what has been achieved
in this emerging area so far and highlight potential research gaps. Specifically,
drawing on an analysis of more than 150 recent papers in computer science,
we investigate (i) which dimensions and definitions of fairness in RS have been
identified and established, (ii) at which application scenarios researchers tar-
get and which examples they provide, and (iii) how they operationalize the
research problem in terms of methodology, algorithms, and metrics. Based on
this analysis, we then paint a landscape of current research in various dimen-
sions and discuss potential shortcomings and future directions for research in
this area.

Overall, we find that research in computing typically assumes that a clear
definition of fairness is available, thus rendering the problem as one of de-
signing algorithms to optimize a given metric. Such an approach may however
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appear too abstract and simplistic, cf. [135], calling for more faceted and multi-
disciplinary approaches to research in fairness-aware recommendation.

The paper is organized as follows. Next, in Section 2, we lay out the moti-
vation behind this survey in more detail, and we present the essential notions
used to characterize fairness in the literature. Section 3 then presents our
methodology to identify and categorize relevant research works. Section 4 rep-
resents the main part of our study, which paints the current research landscape
of fairness in recommender systems in various dimensions, e.g., in terms of the
addressed fairness problem and the chosen research methodology. In Section 5,
we then reflect on these observations and identify open challenges and possible
future research directions.

2 Background and Foundations

2.1 Examples of Unfair Recommendations

In the general literature on Fair ML/AI, an important application case is
the automated prediction of recidivism by convicted criminal. In this case,
an ML-based system is usually considered unfair if its predictions depend on
demographic aspects like ethnicity and when it then ultimately discriminates
members of certain ethnic groups [12]. In the context of our present work, such
use cases of ML-based decision-support systems are not in focus. Instead, we
focus on common application areas of RS where personalized item suggestions
are made to users, e.g., in e-commerce, media streaming, or news and social
media sites.

At first sight, one might think that the recommendation providers here are
independent businesses and it is entirely at their discretion which shopping
items, movies, jobs, or social connections they recommend on their platforms.
Also, one might assume that the harm that is made by such recommendations
is limited, compared, e.g., to the legal decision problem mentioned above.
There are, however, several situations also in typical application scenarios of
RS where many people might think a system is unfair in some sense. For exam-
ple, an e-commerce platform might be considered unfair if it mainly promotes
those shopping items that maximize its own profit but not consumer utility.
Besides such intentional interventions, there might also be situations where an
RS reinforces existing discrimination patterns or biases in the data, e.g., when
a system on an employment platform mainly recommends lower-paid jobs to
certain demographic groups.

Nonetheless, questions of fairness in RS extend beyond the consumer’s per-
spective. In reality, a recommendation service often involves multiple stake-
holders [4]. On music streaming platforms, for example, we have not only the
consumers but also the artists, record labels, and the platform itself, which
might have diverging goals that may be affected by the recommendation ser-
vice. Artists and labels are usually interested in increasing their visibility
through recommendations. On the other hand, platform providers might seek
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to maximize engagement with the service across the entire user base, which
might result in promoting mostly already popular artists and tracks with the
recommendations. Such a strategy, however, easily leads to a “rich-get-richer”
effect and reduces the chances of less popular artists being exposed to con-
sumers, which might be considered unfair to providers. Finally, there are also
use cases where recommendations may have societal impact, particularly on
news and social media sites. Some may consider it unfair if a recommender sys-
tem only promotes content that emphasizes one side of a political discussion or
promotes misinformation that is suitable to discriminate against certain user
groups.

As we will see later, different notions of fairness exist in the literature.
What is important, however, is that in any discussed scenario, there are certain
ethical questions or principles which are put at stake, and these are usually
related to some underlying normative claims [32, 144]. Our research, however,
indicates that these normative claims are often not unpacked and discussed to
a sufficient extent in today’s research on fairness in recommender systems. For
instance, it may be argued that the issue with an e-commerce site optimizing
for profit is not that it does so, but rather that it does so while misleading
people into believing that recommendations are tailored to their needs. In
situations such as this, the distinction between unfair and deceptive business
activities can easily get blurred.

We note here that note that being fair to consumers or society in the
bespoke examples may, in turn, also service providers, e.g., when consumers
establish long-term trust due to valuable recommendations or when they en-
gage more with a music service when they discover more niche content. Finally,
there are also legal guardrails that may come into play, e.g., when a large plat-
form uses a monopoly-like market position to put certain providers inappro-
priately into bad positions. The current draft of the European Commission’s
Digital Service Act1 can be seen as a prime example where recommender sys-
tems and their potential harms are explicitly addressed in legal regulations, as
it “calls for more fairness, transparency and accountability for digital services’
content moderation processes, ensuring that fundamental rights are respected,
and guaranteeing independent recourse to judicial redress.”

Overall, several examples exist where recommendations might be consid-
ered unfair for different stakeholders. In the context of the survey presented in
this work, we are particularly interested in which specific real-world problems
related to unfair recommendations are considered in the existing literature.

2.2 Reasons for Unfairness

There are different reasons why a recommender system might exhibit behavior
that may be considered unfair. For example, in [51], the authors report that
unfairness can arise in many places, either in society, in the observations that

1 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:825:FIN

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:825:FIN
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form our data, and in the construction, evaluation, and application of decision
support models. Similarly, in [13], the authors classify the biases in a com-
puting system as pre-existing bias, technical bias, and emergent bias, whereas
in [120] the authors differentiate between issues introduced when collecting so-
cial data (in general, not focused on recommender systems), introduced while
processing such data, pitfalls that occurred when analyzing data, and issues
with the evaluation and interpretation of the findings. Herein, our discussions
are based on insights from these and other earlier works, aiming to summarize
and highlight the main causes of unfairness reported in the literature.

One first common issue mentioned in the literature is that the data on
which the machine learning model is trained is biased [30, 120]. Such biases
might, for example, result from the specifics of the data collection process, e.g.,
when a biased sampling strategy is applied. A machine learning model may
then “pick up” such a bias and reflect it in the resulting recommendations.

Another source of unfairness may lie in the machine learning model itself,
e.g., when it reinforces existing biases or skewed distributions in the underly-
ing data. Differences between recommendation algorithms in terms of reinforc-
ing popularity biases and concentration effects were, for example, examined
in [82]. In some cases, the machine learning model might also directly consider
a “protected characteristic” (or a proxy thereof) in its predictions [51]. To
avoid discrimination, and thus unfair treatment, of certain groups, a machine
learning model should therefore not make use of protected characteristics such
as age, color, or religion (fairness through unawareness) [70]. Despite its ap-
pealing simplicity, this definition has a clear issue, as sensitive characteristics
may have historically affected non-sensitive characteristics (e.g., a person’s
GPA may have been influenced by their socioeconomic status). In order to
adjust for biases in data collection or historical outcomes, it has been argued
that, in fact, protected characteristics must be taken into account to place
other observable features in context [94].

Unfairness that is induced by the underlying data or algorithms may arise
unknowingly to the recommendation provider. It is, however, also possible
that a certain level of unfairness is designed into a recommendation algorithm,
e.g., when a recommendation provider aims to maximize monetary business
metrics while simultaneously keeping users satisfied as much as possible [63,
77]. Likewise, a recommendation provider may have a political agenda and
particularly promote the distribution of information that mainly supports their
own viewpoints.

Some works finally mention that the “world itself may be unfair or un-
just” [51], e.g., due to historical discrimination of certain groups. In the context
of algorithmic fairness—which is the topic of our present work—such historical
developments are, however, often not in the focus even though the real reason
certain characteristics are regarded protected is because of historical discrimi-
nation or subordination, where redress is necessary. Rather, the question is to
what extent this is reflected in the data or how this unfairness influences the
fairness goals.
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In general, the underlying reasons also determine where in a machine learn-
ing pipeline2 interventions can or should be made to ensure fairness (or to mit-
igate unfairness). In a common categorization, [106, 124, 140, 169], this could
be achieved (i) in a data pre-processing phase, (ii) during model learning and
optimization, and (iii) in a post-processing phase. In particular, in the model
learning and post-processing phase, fairness-ensuring algorithmic interventions
must be guided by an operationalizable (i.e., mathematically expressed) goal.
In the case of affirmative action policies, one could, for example, aim to have
an equal distribution of recommendations of members of the majority group
and members of an underrepresented group. As we will see in Section 4, such a
goal is often formalized as a target distribution and/or as an evaluation metric
to gauge the level of existing or mitigated fairness.

2.3 Notions of Fairness

When dealing with phenomena of unfairness such as those outlined, and when
our purpose is to prevent or mitigate such phenomena, a question arises: what
do we consider fair in general and in a particular application context? Fairness,
in general, is fundamentally a societal construct or a human value, which has
been discussed for centuries in many disciplines like philosophy and moral
ethics, sociology, law, or economics. Correspondingly, countless definitions of
fairness were proposed in different contexts, see for example Verma et al. [153,
154] for a high-level discussion of the definition of fairness in machine learning
and ranking algorithms, or Mulligan et al. [114] for the relationship to social
science conception of fairness. As we will see in the remainder of this survey,
fairness is a complex concept with multiple perspectives. Consequently, there
are numerous definitions, but none of them appear to be exhaustive.

In general, the societal constructs around fairness mainly depend on how
moral standards or dilemmas are addressed: either through descriptive or nor-
mative approaches [144]. While normative ethics involves creating or evaluat-
ing moral standards to decide what people should do or whether their current
moral behavior is reasonable, descriptive (or comparative) ethics is a form of
empirical research into the attitudes of individuals or groups of people towards
morality and moral decision-making. As mentioned above, normative claims
are often not explicitly specified in existing research, both in general machine
learning and in recommender systems research. In fact, it was already recom-
mended in earlier research to make these assumptions more explicit [32]. From
our study of the literature, we observe that a majority of the works did not
clarify what the actual normative claim is being addressed or who is repre-
senting or making such claims.

2 In [13], Ashokan and Hass review where biases may occur in a typical machine learning
pipeline from data generation, over the model building and evaluation, to deployment and
user interaction.
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As a possible consequence of this problem, we also observe that researchers,
in most cases, do not refer to a specific public discussion of the topic at hand.
For many papers on recommender systems, there is, for example, no indica-
tion or evidence that there is a public debate outside computer science, e.g.,
whether or not it is fair to recommend niche movies. Nonetheless, it is true
that there actually are areas, like job recommendation, where a public dis-
cussion takes place, e.g., about discrimination and what normative claims are
agreed to be addressed.

The primary notions of fairness that will be used throughout this review—
as extracted from the aforementioned literature and recent surveys [98, 158]—
are presented next and further expanded in Section 4. We emphasize that these
definitions present a specific perspective on defining the concept of fairness.
They are, however, not necessarily orthogonal and all-encompassing. Table 1
shows examples of fictitious statements of a user regarding unfairness in a job
recommendation scenario under different notions of fairness.
– Group vs. individual : Individual fairness roughly expresses that similar in-

dividuals should be treated similarly, e.g., candidates with similar qualifica-
tions should be ranked similarly in a job recommendation scenario. Group
fairness, in contrast, aims to ensure that “different groups have similar
experience” [51], i.e., protected groups receive similar benefits from the
decision-making as others. Typical groups in such a context are a majority
or dominant group and a protected group (e.g., an ethnic minority). Since
this may be too simplistic, other authors state we are all equal as the fun-
damental logic underlying group fairness [57], asserting their equivalence
as a starting point.

– Process vs. outcome: Process (or: treatment) unfairness means that individ-
uals with similar non-sensitive attributes receive different outcomes solely
due to the difference in sensitive features. Outcome (or: impact) unfairness
occurs when a system produces outputs that benefit (harm) a group of
individuals sharing a sensitive attribute value more frequently than other
groups [168]. Put it differently, process fairness assesses aspects such as
the data used, the decision-making principles of the system, and the causal
association between inputs and outputs. In contrast, outcome fairness dis-
regards the internal operation of the system and concentrates solely on the
equitable distribution of rewards [9].

– Direct vs. indirect : Fairness can also be analyzed based on whether particu-
lar sensitive feature holders are directly harmed or not [35]. Direct fairness
refers to situations in which persons receive less favorable treatment based
on protected characteristics such as race, religion, or gender. When the rea-
sons for the discrimination are only tenuously connected to (or identical
to) the protected characteristic, we have indirect fairness.3 For example,
some institutions use the location of candidates as a proxy for an overtly
discriminating characteristic (e.g., race) [171].

3 The term redlining [33] is analogous to the concept of indirect unfairness wherein a non-
sensitive characteristic (such as geography) is used as a proxy for a more personal quality
(such as race or socioeconomic status).
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– Statistical vs. predictive parity : In machine learning, fairness definitions
fundamentally seek some sort of equity on various portions of the con-
fusion matrix used for binary classification evaluation. Statistical parity
is independent of the actual value and requires protected group members
to have an equal positive prediction rate. Predictive parity employs the
actual outcome and requires that the model’s precision (or accuracy) is
comparable for all subgroups under consideration.

– Static vs. dynamic: In static fairness, the recommendation environment is
fixed during the recommendation process; hence, the user activity level is
assumed to remain unchanged. Dynamic fairness definitions, on the other
hand, integrate the (typical) dynamic attribute of most recommender sys-
tems, which needs to consider new user interactions, new items, or contin-
ually evolving user groups.

– Associative vs. causal : Associative fairness metrics are computed based
on data and do not allow reason about the causal relations between the
features and the decisions. Causal fairness definitions, on the other hand,
are usually defined in terms of (non-observable) interventions and counter-
factuals and tend to consider the additional structural knowledge of the
system regarding how variables propagate on a causal model [98].

Other categorizations can be found in the literature, based on short-term
vs. long-term considerations (according to the duration of the fairness re-
quirements), granularity (whether the system applies the same fairness no-
tion to everyone or if users could decide how they want to be treated by
the system), transparency (to discriminate notions that are explainable from
those that are a black box), or depending on the associated fairness concept
(such as consistent, calibrated, counterfactual, Rawlsian maximin, envy-free,
and maximin-shared) [9, 98, 158]. An in-depth discussion of these—sometimes
even incompatible [9, 153]—notions of fairness is beyond the scope of this
work, which focuses on an analysis of how scholars in recommender systems
operationalize the research problem. For questions of individual fairness, this
might relate to the problem of defining a similarity function. For certain group
fairness goals, on the other hand, one has to determine which are the (pro-
tected) attributes that determine group membership. Furthermore, it is often
required to define/indicate precisely some target distributions. Later, in Sec-
tion 4, where we review the current literature, we will introduce additional
notions of fairness and their operationalizations as they are found in the stud-
ied papers. As we will see, a key point here is that researchers often propose
to use very abstract operationalizations (e.g., in the form of fairness metrics),
which was identified earlier as a potential key problem in the broader area of
fair ML in [135].

2.4 Related Concepts: Responsible Recommendation and Biases

Issues of fairness are often discussed within the broader area of responsible rec-
ommendation [47, 51, 52], with the key dimensions generalizability, robustness
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Table 1: Examples for possible statements around different notions of fairness in the context
of a recommender system for jobs.

Group vs. Individual
Compared to men, women are recom-
mended low-paying occupations!

My friend Elisa and
I had similar GPA, qualifica-
tions and skills, but she got bet-
ter job recommendations!

Process vs. Outcome
My friend John and I had similar
GPA, qualifications, and skills, but he
got better suggestions only because he’s
a man!

Relevant higher-paying jobs get recom-
mended to white people rather than
black!

Direct vs. Indirect
I am receiving worse recommendations
only because of my skin color!

People from south Italy receive worse
job recommendations by the system!

Statistical parity vs. Predictive parity
My group should receive as many good
recommendations as other groups!

Among people who are recommended
for the job, there is a smaller share
of qualified people from my group than
from other groups!

Static vs. Dynamic
The system achieved to be fair just
once, in a different job market, but
now employees’ goals and priorities
have changed!

The system accounts for shifts in our
tastes and needs, and can prefer me
today if it preferred someone else yes-
terday!

Associative vs. Causal
If you are black-skinned, you are his-
torically more likely to be discrimi-
nated against!

Had I not been black-skinned, would I
have received that recommendation?

[40, 43], privacy [10, 58], interpretability [45, 150], and fairness, with the def-
initions of these concepts blurring as we progress through the list. In [52], the
authors, in particular, discuss the potential negative effects of recommenda-
tions and their underlying reasons with a focus on the media domain. Specific
phenomena in this domain include the emergence of filter bubbles and echo
chambers. There are, however, also other more general potential harms such
as popularity biases as well as fairness-related aspects like discrimination that
can emerge in media recommendation setting, for example, when one gender
or race is treated differently just based on this attribute, as when suggesting
images for a specific profession. Fairness is therefore seen as a particular aspect
of responsible recommendation in [52]. A similar view is taken in [51], where
the authors review a number of related concerns of responsibility: account-
ability, transparency, safety, privacy, and ethics. In the context of our present
work, most of these concepts are however only of secondary interest.
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More important, however, is the use of the term bias in the related liter-
ature. As discussed above, one frequently discussed topic in the area of rec-
ommender systems is the problem of biased data [14, 30]. One issue in this
context is that the data that is collected from existing websites—e.g., regard-
ing which content visitors view or what consumers purchase—may in part be
the result of an already existing recommender system and, hence, biased by
what is shown to users. This, in turn, then may lead to biased recommenda-
tions when machine learning models reflect or reinforce the bias, as mentioned
above. In works that address this problem, the term bias is often used in a
more statistical sense, as done in [51]. However, the use of the term is incon-
sistent in the literature, as also observed in our work in [30] and in our work.
In some early papers, bias is used almost synonymously with fairness. In[59],
for example, bias is used to “refer to computer systems that systematically and
unfairly discriminate against certain individuals or groups of individuals in
favor of others”. In our work, we acknowledge that biased recommendations
may be unfair, but we do not generally equate bias with unfairness. Consider-
ing the problem of popularity bias in recommender systems, such a bias may
lead to an over-proportional exposure of certain items to users. This, how-
ever, not necessarily leads to unfairness in an ethical or legal sense. Instead,
it all depends on the underlying ethical principles and normative claims, as
discussed before. Moreover, an in-depth discussion and systematic comparison
of various forms of biases is beyond the scope of our work; we instead refer the
reader to [30], where different forms of biases are discussed in more depth.

3 Research Methodology

In this section, we first describe our methodology for identifying relevant pa-
pers for our survey. Afterward, briefly discuss how our survey extends previous
works in this area.

3.1 Paper Collection Process

We adopted a mixed and semi-systematic approach to identify relevant re-
search papers.4 In the first step, we identified relevant research papers by
querying the DBLP5 digital library with predefined search terms and a set
of explicit criteria for inclusion and exclusion. Afterwards, to include relevant
papers which did not match the search terms in this still-evolving field, we (a)
applied a snow-balling procedure and (b) relied on researcher experience to
identify other relevant papers that were published in focused outlets.

4 We note here that our work is not intended to be a systematic literature review in the
strict sense of Kitchenham et al. [88], but rather aims to outline a broader picture of current
research activities.

5 https://dblp.org/

https://dblp.org/
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Based on our prior knowledge about the literature, we used the following
search terms in order to cover a wide range of works in an emerging area,
where terminology is not yet entirely unified: fair recommend, fair collabora-
tive system, fair collaborative filtering, bias recommend, debias recommend, fair
ranking, bias ranking, unbias ranking, re-ranking recommend, reranking recom-
mend. To identify papers, we queried DBLP in its respective search syntax,
stating that the provided keywords must appear in the title of the paper.

From the returned results, we then removed all papers that were published
only as preprints on arXiv.org6 and we removed survey papers. We then man-
ually scanned the remaining 268 papers. In order to be included in this survey,
a paper had to fulfill the following additional criteria:
– It had to be explicitly about fairness, at least by mentioning this concept

somewhere in the paper. Papers which, for example, focus on mitigating
popularity biases, but which do not mention that fairness is an underlying
goal of their work, were thus not considered.

– It had to be about recommender systems. Given the inclusiveness of our
set of query terms, a number of papers were returned that focused on fair
information retrieval. Such works were also excluded from our study.
This process left us with 157 papers. The papers were read by at least two

researchers and categorized in various dimensions, see Section 4.7

3.2 Relation to Previous Surveys

A number of related surveys were published in the last few years. The survey
provided by Chen et al. [30] focuses on biases in recommender systems, and
connects different types of biases, e.g., popularity biases, with questions of fair-
ness, see also [5]. Note that bias mitigation in recommendation mostly focuses
on increasing the accuracy or robustness of the recommendations through de-
biasing approaches, rather than on promoting fairness.

The recent monograph by Ekstrand et al. [51] discusses fairness aspects in
the broader context of information access systems, an area that covers both
information retrieval and recommender systems. Their comprehensive work
in particular includes a taxonomy of various fairness dimensions, which also
serves as a foundation of our present work. This study differs from our work in
that our objective is not to give a fresh classification of fairness concepts and
methods found in the literature. Instead, our main objective is to investigate
the current state of existing research, e.g., in terms of which concepts and
algorithmic approaches are predominantly investigated and where there might
be research gaps. Ekstrand et al., on the other hand, focus more generally on
future directions in this area.

Different survey papers were published also in the more general area of
fair machine learning or fair AI, as mentioned above [15, 106]. Clearly, many

6 Note that DBLP indexes arXiv papers.
7 The full list of papers is made publicly available in this link: https://github.com/yasdel/

FairnessRecSys Survey2023.

https://github.com/yasdel/FairnessRecSys_Survey2023
https://github.com/yasdel/FairnessRecSys_Survey2023
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questions and principles of fair AI apply also to recommender systems, which
can be seen as a highly successful area of applied machine learning. Differ-
ently from such more general works, however, our present work focuses on the
particularities of fairness in recommender systems.

Very recently, while we conducted our research, a number of alternative sur-
veys on fairness in recommender systems have become available as preprints
or peer-reviewed publications, including [124], [170], [158], and [98]. Clearly,
there is a certain overlap of our survey and these recent publications, e.g., in
terms of the used taxonomy of fairness-related aspects. Note, however, that
unlike some of these papers, e.g., [98, 124], our aim is not to establish a new
taxonomy or to discuss the technical details of specific computational metrics
or algorithmic approaches that were proposed in the past literature. Instead,
our aim is to paint a landscape of existing research and to thereby identify po-
tential research gaps. In that context, our work has similarities with the work
by Wang et al. [158], who reviewed and categorized 60 recent works on fairness
in recommender systems. While our survey involves a larger number of papers,
Wang et al. dive deeper into the technicalities of particular approaches, which
is not the focus of our work. Here, in contrast, we aim to paint a broader
picture of today’s research activities and existing gaps without entering into
the technical specifics of existing approaches. Moreover, our work also em-
phasizes more on evaluation aspects and on potential methodological issues
in this research area. The recent work by Zehlike et al. [170], finally, mainly
discusses individual research works in detail, also including more general ones
on learning-to-rank. The overlap with this work, except for the discussion of
different dimensions of fairness, is therefore limited.

In general, the goal of these existing works is mainly to review and synthe-
size the various existing approaches so far to design fair recommender systems
and to evaluate them. The goal of our work is indeed different, as we aim
to analyze and quantify which notions of fairness the research community is
working on and how the research problem is operationalized. Differently from
previous surveys, our study can therefore inform about the less frequently
studied areas, and thus potential gaps, of fairness research in a quantitative
manner. Moreover, our analyses of the applied research methodologies reveal
a very strong predominance of data-based experiments, which rely on abstract
computational metrics and do not involve humans in the loop. We, therefore,
believe that our survey complements existing surveys well.

4 Landscape of Fairness Research in Recommender Systems

In this section, we categorize the identified literature along different dimensions
to paint a landscape of current research and to identify existing research gaps.
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4.1 Publication Activity per Year

Interest in fairness in recommender systems has been constantly growing over
the past few years. Figure 1 shows the number of papers per year that were
considered in our survey. Questions of fairness in information retrieval have
been discussed for many years, see, e.g., [122] for an earlier work. The area has
been consistently growing since then, leading also to the establishment of ded-
icated conference series like the ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability,
and Transparency (ACM FAccT).8 In the area of recommender systems, how-
ever, the earliest paper we identified through our search, which only considers
papers in which fairness is explicitly addressed, was published as late as in
2017.

Fig. 1: Number of papers published per year. The entire number of papers sum up to 157.

4.2 Types of Contributions

Academic research on recommender systems in general is largely dominated
by algorithmic contributions, and we correspondingly observe a large amount
of new methods that are published every year. Clearly, building an effective
recommender system requires more than a smart algorithm, e.g., because rec-
ommendation to a large extent is also a problem of human-computer interac-
tion and user experience design [83, 84]. Now when questions of fairness should
be considered as well, the problem becomes even more complex as for example
ethical questions may come into play and we may be interested on the impact
of recommendations on individual stakeholders, including society.

In the context of our study, we were therefore interested in which general
types of contributions we find in the computer science and information systems
literature on fair recommendation. Based on the analysis of the relevant pa-
pers, we first identified two general types of works: (a) technical papers, which,

8 A number of related events have been recently connected through the ACM FAccT
Network, https://facctconference.org/network/

https://facctconference.org/network/
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e.g., propose new algorithms, protocols, and metrics or analyze data, and (b)
conceptual papers. The latter class of papers is diverse and includes, for exam-
ple, papers that discuss different dimensions of fair recommendations, papers
that propose conceptual frameworks, or works that connect fairness with other
quality dimensions like diversity.

We then further categorized the technical papers in terms of their specific
technical type of contribution. The main categories we identified based on
the research contributions of the surveyed papers are (a) algorithm papers,
which for example propose re-ranking techniques, (b) analytic papers, which
for example study the outcomes of a given algorithm, and (c) methodology
papers, which propose new metrics or evaluation protocols.

Figure 2 shows how many papers in our survey were considered as technical
and conceptual papers. Non-technical papers cover a wide range of contribu-
tions, such as guidelines for designers to avoid compounding previous injustices
[134], exploratory studies that investigate user perceptions of fairness [143], or
discussions about how difficult it is to audit these types of systems [93].

83.0%

17.0%

Technical

Conceptual

Fig. 2: Technical vs. Conceptual Papers.

We observe that today’s research on fairness on recommender systems is
dominated by technical papers. In addition, we find that the majority of these
works focuses on improved algorithms, e.g., to debias data or to obtain a fairer
recommendation outcome through list re-ranking. To some extent this is ex-
pected as we focus on the computer science literature. However, we have to
keep in mind that the concepts of fairness and unfairness or social constructs
may depend on a variety of environmental factors in which a recommender sys-
tem is deployed. As such, the research focus in the area of fair recommender
systems seems rather narrow and on algorithmic solutions. As we will observe
later, however, such algorithmic solutions commonly assume that some pre-
existing and mathematically defined optimization goals are available, e.g., a
target distribution of recommendations. In practical applications, the major
challenges mostly lie (a) in establishing a common understanding and agree-
ment on such fairness goals and (b) in finding or designing operationalizable
optimization goals (e.g., a computational metric) which represent reliable mea-
sures or proxies for the given fairness goals.
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Fig. 3: Group vs. Individual Fairness.

4.3 Categorization of Notions of Fairness in Literature

In [97], a taxonomy of different notions of fairness was introduced: group
vs. individual, single-sided vs. multi-sided, static vs. dynamic, and associative
vs. causal fairness; see also our discussions in Section 2.3. In the following, we
review the literature following this taxonomy.9

Group vs. Individual Fairness A very common differentiation in fair recom-
mendation is to distinguish between group fairness and individual fairness,
as indicated before. With group fairness, the goal is to achieve some sort of
statistical parity between protected groups [18]. In fair machine learning, a
traditional goal often is to ensure that there are equal number of members of
each protected group in the outcome, e.g., when it comes to make a ranked
list of job candidates. The protected groups in such situations are commonly
determined by characteristics like age, gender, or ethnicity. Achieving indi-
vidual fairness in the described scenario means that candidates with similar
characteristics should be treated similarly. To operationalize this idea, there-
fore some distance metric is needed to assess the similarity of individuals. This
can be a challenging task, since there is no consensus on the notion of similar-
ity, and it could be task-specific [49]. Ideas of individual fairness in machine
learning were discussed in an early work in [49], where it was also observed
that achieving group fairness might lead to an unfair treatment at the indi-
vidual level. In the candidate ranking example, favoring members of protected
groups to achieve parity might ultimately result in the non-consideration of
a better qualified candidate from a non-protected group. As a result, group
and individual fairness are frequently viewed as trade-offs, which is not always
immediately evident [18].

Figure 3 shows how many of the surveyed papers focus on each category.
The figure shows that research on scenarios where group fairness is more com-

9 Each paper was categorized by at least two researchers, and potential discrepancies were
resolved through a discussion process. The same process was applied to categorize the papers
also in other dimensions as discussed later in this section.
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mon than works that adopt the concept of individual fairness. Only in rare
cases, both types of fairness are considered.

Group fairness entails comparing, on average, the members of the privileged
group against the unprivileged group. One overarching aspect to identify re-
search papers on groups fairness is the distinction between the (i) benefit type
(exposure vs. relevance), and (ii) major stakeholders (consumer vs. provider).
Exposure relates to the degree to which items or item groups are exposed uni-
formly to all users/user groups. Relevance (accuracy) indicates how well an
item’s exposure is effective, i.e., how well it meets the user’s preference. For
recommender systems, where users are first-class citizens, there are multiple
stakeholders, consumers, producers, and other stakeholders (see next section).

To perform fairness evaluation for item recommendation tasks, the users
or items are divided into non-overlapping groups (segments) based on some
form of attributes. These attributes can be either supplied externally by the
data provider (e.g., gender, age, race) or computed internally10 from the in-
teraction data (e.g., based on user activity level, mainstreamness, or item
popularity)[6, 95]. In Table 2, we provide a list of the most commonly used
attributes in the recommendation fairness literature, which can be utilized to
operationalize the group fairness concept. They are divided according to Con-
sumer fairness (C-Fairness), Producer Fairness (P-Fairness), and combinations
(CP-Fairness) [24] or multi-sided fairness..

Additionally, it is possible to observe in RS settings that these sensitive
attributes may be provided by external providers as demographic metadata
(for example, user’s gender, age, occupation), or they may be extracted from
user-item interaction data, for example, dividing users based on their level of
activity (i.e., active vs. inactive users), or the types of items they consume
(e.g., mainstream-users vs. non-mainstream). Here a related concept is obfus-
cation [141], which is a strategy for privacy protection to conceal sensitive
information. Fairness and privacy can be considered as interwoven under ob-
fuscation, as described by Dwork et al. [49, 123], where a violation of privacy
can lead to unfairness due to an adversary’s capacity to infer sensitive infor-
mation about an individual and utilize it in a discriminatory manner.

Moreover, in the area of recommender systems, a number of people rec-
ommendation scenarios can be identified that are similar to classical fair ML
problems. These include recommenders on dating sites, social media sites that
provide suggestions for connections, and specific applications, e.g., in the ed-
ucational context [68]. In these cases, user demographics may play a major
role, together with other factors such as popularity, expertise, and availability
at a certain point in time. However, in many other cases, e.g., in e-commerce
recommendation or media recommendation, it is not always immediately clear
what protected groups may be. In [95] and other works, for example, user
groups are defined based on their activity level, and it is observed that highly

10 We should note that we found no example where the reliability of these implicitly com-
puted attributes was analyzed. Usually, authors use explicit thresholds to assign users/items
to groups [95, 165] or percentiles from distributions based on a variable of interest, such as
item popularity [6, 41].
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Table 2: Overview of common attributes used when addressing fairness concepts from the
perspectives of consumers, providers, or both.

Goal 1: Consumer Fairness Attribute
Target: Demographic parity – sensitive at-
tributes are attained by birth and not un-
der a user’s control.

– Gender [25–27, 41, 42, 50, 53, 62, 65,
69, 100, 104, 132, 152, 155, 157, 160,
163]

– Race [27, 65, 69, 132, 173, 177, 178]
– Age [19, 41, 53, 69, 108, 148]
– Nationality [159] and Location [132]
– Occupation [53]

Target: Merit-based fairness – attained
through a user’s merit over time.

– Education [68, 148]
– Income [148]

Target: Behavior-oriented fairness – at-
tained based on a user’s engagement with
the system/item catalog.

– User (in)activeness [28, 60, 74, 95, 165]
– User (non)mainstreaminess [5, 6]

Target: Other emerging attributes – Physio/psychological [76, 155]
– Sentiment-based [99]

Goal 2: Provider Fairness
Target: Item producer/creator – sensitive
attribute based on who the item producer
is.

– News author [64], music artist [55],
movie director [21]

Target Producer’s demographic or general
information – sensitive attribute based on
to which demographic group the item pro-
ducer belongs, e.g., male vs. female artists.

– Gender [21, 87, 138, 163], geographical
region [68]

Target: Item information – sensitive at-
tribute based on the item information it-
self.

– Price and brand [38, 41], geographical
region [26, 102]

Target: Interaction-oriented fairness –
sensitive attribute based on the interac-
tions observed on items e.g., popularity.

– Popularity [3, 22, 37, 41, 48, 61, 149,
159, 162, 175], cold items [180]

Target: Other emerging attributes – Premium membership [39], sentiment
and reputation [99, 176]

Target: Non-sensitive attributes – Movie and music genre [55, 100, 130,
152]

Goal 3: Consumer Provider Fairness (Multi-sided Fairness)
Target: Combinations of two targets from
C-Fairness and P-Fairness.

– Same category of sensitive attributes
for both users and items (e.g. behavior-
oriented) [3, 26, 99, 115, 126, 127]

– Different categories of sensitive at-
tributes [39, 41, 104, 128, 152, 159, 163]

active users (of an e-commerce site) receive higher-quality recommendations
in terms of usual accuracy measures. This is in general not surprising because
there is more information a recommender system can use to make suggestions
for more active users. However, it stands to question if an algorithm that re-
turns the best recommendations it can generate given the available amount
of information should be considered unfair per se. In fact, merely observing
different levels of recommendation accuracy for more active and less active
users may not be enough to conclude that a system is unfair. Instead, it is
important to carefully elaborate on the underlying reasons and the related
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normative claims. Some particular user groups may for example have had
fewer opportunities to engage with a system.

Recent studies have also focused on two-sided CP-Fairness, as illustrated in
[115, 127]. In these works, the authors demonstrate the existence of inequity
in terms of exposure to popular products and the quality of recommenda-
tion offered to active users. It is unknown if increasing fairness on one or
both sides (consumer/producers) has an effect on the overall quality of the
system. In [115], an optimization-based re-ranking strategy is then presented
that leverages consumer and provider-side benefits as constraints. The authors
demonstrate that it is feasible to boost fairness on both the user and item sides
without compromising (and even enhancing) recommendation quality.

Different from traditional fairness problems in ML, research in fairness
for recommenders also frequently considers the concept of fairness towards
items or their providers (suppliers), see also [97], which differentiates between
user and item fairness. In these research works, the idea often is to avoid an
unequal (or: unfair) exposure of items from different providers, e.g., artists in
a music recommendation scenario. The term item fairness, although used in
the literature, may however not be optimal. In reality, it might be argued that
this perspective is only important because the item providers—hence, other
people or organizations—are actually impacted and, therefore, the underlying
fairness concept aims to convey some sense of social justice related to people.

In some works, e.g., [20], the popularity of items is considered an important
attribute. Typical goals in that context are to give fair exposure to items
that belong to the long tail, or to include a combination of popular and less
popular items in a user-calibrated fashion [6]. In other research works that
focus on fair item exposure, e.g., in [73], groups are defined based on attributes
that are in practice not protected in legal terms or based on some accepted
normative claim, e.g., the price range of accommodation. The purpose of such
experiments is usually to demonstrate the effectiveness of an algorithm if (any)
groups were given. Nonetheless, in these cases it often remains unclear in which
ways evaluations make sense with datasets from domains where there is no
clear motivation for considering questions of fairness. Also, in cases where the
goal is to increase the exposure of long-tail items, no particular motivation is
usually provided about why recommending (already) popular items is generally
unfair. There are often good reasons why certain items are unpopular and
should not be recommended, for example, simply because they are of poor
quality [172].

Fairness for items at the individual level, in particular for cold-start items,
is for example discussed in [180]. In general, as shown in Figure 3, works that
consider aspects of individual fairness are less frequently investigated than
group fairness scenarios. An even smaller number of works addresses both
types of fairness.

The definition from classical fair ML settings—similar individuals should
be treated similarly—can not always be directly transferred to recommenda-
tion scenarios. In [50], for example, the goal is to make sure that the system is
not able to derive a user’s sensitive attribute, e.g., gender, and should thus be
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able to treat male and female individuals similarly11. Most other works that
focus on individual fairness address problems of group recommendation, i.e.,
situations where a recommender is used to make item suggestions for a group
of users. Group recommendation problems have been studied for many years
[54, 105], usually with the goal to make item suggestions that are acceptable
for all group members and where all group members are treated similarly. In
the past, these works were often not explicitly mentioning fairness as a goal,
because this was an implicit underlying assumption of the problem setting12.
In more recent works on group recommendation, in contrast, fairness is explic-
itly mentioned, e.g., in [76, 86, 103], maybe also due to the current interest in
this topic. Notable works in this context are [76] and [156], which are one of
the few works in our survey which consider questions of fairness perceptions.

Finally, we underline the resurgence of the notion of calibration recommen-
dation or calibration fairness in recommender systems. In ML, calibration is
a fundamental concept which occurs when the expected proportions of (pre-
dicted) classes match the observed proportions data points in the available
data. Similarly, the purpose of calibration fairness is to reflect a measure of
the deviation of users’ interests from the suggested recommendation in an ac-
ceptable proportion [85, 119, 145]. While this may not be inherent and directly
related to individual or group fairness, this is the category from this section
that better suits such an important (and popular) technique. In fact, from a
conceptual point of view, one may see calibration as implementing a particular
form of group fairness, without there being an explicitly protected attribute.
In the entertainment domain, this might be the (implicit) group of indepen-
dent movie lovers [6]; in the news domain, there may be a group of users who
prefer a balanced information offering, e.g., in terms of political opinions. Ap-
plying calibration may then help to avoid that the independent movie lovers
receive mainly recommendations of mainstream movies; and that vice versa
independent movies obtain a higher chance of exposure.

More in general, calibration has been applied to either users—by consider-
ing age or gender as features to be calibrated against—or items—to compen-
sate for popularity, but also to diversify with respect to item attributes such as
genre [6, 19, 37]. Besides, in works like [5], calibration is considered as a quality
of the recommendations, and the authors measure whether different users or
groups experience varying levels of (mis)calibration in their recommendations,
since this may indicate an unfair treatment on those populations. Nonethe-
less, as stated in [101], calibrated recommendations in some domains (such as
news or microblogging) might contribute to political polarization in society, so
this technique is generally applied to consumer taste domains, where focused,
less-diverse recommendations might be valued by users. Like for other fairness

11 It should be noted that if decisions would be based on the protected gender attribute,
it would not be individual fairness. In the discussed work, however, the goal is to treat indi-
viduals similarly which have similar attributes (and not considering the gender attribute).
This then represents an approach towards individual fairness according to the definition.
12 Even though there are some strategies that are not fair, e.g., dictatorship, where one
decides for the group [105].
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approaches, however, there must be an underlying normative claim that is
addressed. Without an underlying normative claim, calibrating recommenda-
tions may in some cases merely be a matter of improved personalization and,
thus, recommendation quality.

Single-sided and Multi-Sided Fairness Traditionally, research in computer sci-
ence on recommender systems has focused on the consumer value (or utility)
of recommender systems, e.g., on how algorithmically generated suggestions
may help users deal with information overload. Providers of recommenda-
tion services are however primarily interested in the value a recommender can
ultimately create for their organization. The organizational impact of recom-
mender systems has been, for many years, the focus in the field of information
systems, see [164] for a survey. Only in recent years we observe an increased
interest on such topics in the computer science literature. Many of these recent
works aim to shed light on the impact of recommendations in a multistake-
holder environment, where typical stakeholders may include consumers, service
providers, suppliers of the recommendable items, or even society [4, 78].

In multistakeholder environments, there may exist trade-offs between the
goals of the involved entities. A recommendation that is good for the consumer
might for example not be the best for the profit perspective of the provider
[77]. In a similar vein, questions of fairness can be viewed from multiple stake-
holders, leading to the concept of multisided fairness [24], which might include
the utility of system designer and other side-stakeholders in addition to the
consumer and provider. As mentioned above, there can be fairness questions
that are related to the providers of the items. Again, there can also be trade-
offs and in some ways incompatible notions of fairness, i.e., what may be a fair
recommendation for users might be in some ways be seen to be unfair to item
providers, e.g., when their items get limited exposure [29].

Figure 4 shows the distribution of works that focus on one single side of
fairness and works which address questions of multisided fairness. The illus-
tration clearly shows that the large majority of the works concentrates on the
single-sided case, indicating an important research gap in the area of multi-
sided fairness within multistakeholder application scenarios.

Fig. 4: Fairness Notions: Single-sided vs. Multi-sided Fairness.
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Among the few studies on multi-sided fairness, [1] discusses techniques for
CP-fairness in matching platforms such as Airbnb and Uber. In [126], the au-
thors explore how adding contextual information such as geographical, tempo-
ral, social, and categorical affects the multi-aspect quality of POI suggestions,
including accuracy, beyond-accuracy, fairness, and interpretability (see also
[129] for a discussion on a temporal bias). Patro et al. [121] model the fair
recommendation problem as a constrained fair allocation problem with indi-
visible goods and propose a recommendation algorithm that takes producer
fairness into consideration. In [11] the authors study the CP-Fairness in sev-
eral graph CF models. Wu et al. [161] propose an individual-based perspective,
where fairness is defined as the same exposure for all producers and the same
NDCG for all consumers involved. Exposure in this work is defined based on
the appearance of items of providers on top-n recommendation lists, where a
higher ranking is assumed to lead to higher exposure.

Static vs. Dynamic Fairness Another dimension of fairness research relates to
the question whether the fairness assessment is done in a static or dynamic
environment [97]. In static settings, the assessment is done at a single point
of time, as commonly done also in offline evaluations that focus on accuracy.
Thus, it is assumed that the attributes of the items do not change, that the set
of available items does not change, and that the analysis that is made at one
point in time is sufficient to assess the fairness of algorithms or if an unfairness
mitigation technique is effective.

Such static evaluations however have their shortcomings, e.g., as there may
be feedback loops that are induced by the recommendations. Also, some ef-
fects of unfairness and the effects of corresponding mitigation strategies might
only become visible over time. Such longitudinal studies require alternative
evaluation methodologies, for example, approaches based on synthetic data or
different types of simulation, such as those developed in the context of rein-
forcement learning algorithms, see [8, 63, 111, 133, 174] for simulation studies
and related frameworks in recommender systems.

Fig. 5: Fairness Notions: Static vs. Dynamic Fairness Evaluation
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Figure 5 shows how many studies in our survey considered static and dy-
namic evaluation settings, respectively. Static evaluations are clearly predom-
inant: we only found 16 works that consider dynamically changing environ-
ments. In [61], for example, the authors consider the dynamic nature of the rec-
ommendation environment by proposing a fairness-constrained reinforcement
learning algorithm so that the model dynamically adjusts its recommendation
policy to ensure the fairness requirement is satisfied even when the environ-
ment changes. A similar idea is developed in [102], where a long-term balance
between fairness and accuracy is considered for interactive recommender sys-
tems, by incorporating fairness into the reward function of the reinforcement
algorithm. Moreover, in [142], a framework is proposed for the dynamic adap-
tation of recommendation fairness using Social Choice. The goal of this work is
to arbitrate between different re-ranking methods, aiming to achieve a better
accuracy-fairness tradeoff with respect to all sensitive features. On the other
hand, works such as [17] and [41] model fairness in a specific snapshot of the
system, by simply taking the system and its training information as a fixed
image of the interactions performed by the users on the system.

Associative vs. Causal Fairness The final categorization discussed in [97] con-
trasts associative and causal fairness. One key observation by the authors in
that context is that most research in fair ML is based on association-based
(correlation-based) approaches. In such approaches, researchers typically in-
vestigate the potential “discrepancy of statistical metrics between individuals
or subpopulations”. However, certain aspects of fairness cannot be investi-
gated properly without considering potential causal relations, e.g., between
a sensitive (protected) feature like gender and the model’s output. In terms
of methodology, causal effects are often investigated based on counterfactual
reasoning [94, 96].

Figure 6 shows that there are only three works investigating recommen-
dation fairness problems based on causality considerations. More specifically,
in [34], the authors propose the use of counterfactual explanation to provide
fair recommendations in the financial domain. An interesting alternative is
presented in [96], where the authors analyze the causal relations between the
protected attributes and the obtained results. The third work we found in our
review, [125], derives a causal graph to identify and analyze the visual bias of
existing methods, so that spurious relationships between users and items can
be removed.

One additional dimension we have discovered through our literature anal-
ysis is the use of constraint-based approaches to integrate or model fairness
characteristics in recommender systems. In this context, these approaches may
be seen as an alternative paradigm to associative and causal inference, which is
based on explicit constraints and special techniques, often from multi-objective
optimization, to achieve the desired fairness goals. For example, [74] address
the issue of enforcing equality to biased data by formulating a constrained
multi-objective optimization problem to ensure that sampling from imbalanced
sub-groups does not affect gradient-based learning algorithms; the same work
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Fig. 6: Fairness Notions: Associative vs. Causal Fairness.

and others—including [137] or [166]—define fairness as another constraint to
be optimized by the algorithms. In [166], in particular, such a constraint is
amortized fairness-of-exposure.

4.4 Application Domains and Datasets

Next, we look at application domains that are in the focus of research on fair
recommendations. Figure 7 shows an overview of the most frequent application
domains and how many papers focused on these domains in their evaluations.13

The by far most researched domain is the recommendation of videos (movies)
and music, followed by e-commerce, and finance. For many other domains
shown in the figure (e.g., jobs, tourism, or books), only a few papers were
identified. Certain domains were only considered in one or two papers. These
papers are combined in the “Other” domain in Figure 7.

Since most of the studied papers are technical papers and use an offline
experimental procedure, corresponding datasets from the respective domains
are used. Strikingly often, in more than one third of the papers, one of the
MovieLens datasets is used. This may seem surprising as some of these datasets
not even contain information about sensitive attributes. Generally, these ob-
servations reflect a common pattern in recommender systems research, which
is largely driven by the availability of datasets. The MovieLens datasets are a
widely adopted and probably overused case and have been used for all sorts
of research in the past [75]. Fairness research in recommender systems thus
seems to have a quite different focus than fair ML research in general, which
is often about avoiding discrimination of people.

We may now wonder which specific fairness problems are studied with the
help of the MovieLens rating datasets. What would be unfair recommenda-
tions to users? What would be unfair towards the movies (or their providers)?
It turns out that item popularity is often the decisive attribute to achieve

13 The categorization of the papers was based on the datasets that were used for the
empirical evaluations. We used higher-level categories of domains as done in earlier surveys,
e.g., in [81, 118].
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Fig. 7: Application domains of used datasets. Note that some studies rely on more than
one dataset, and a number of theoretical or conceptual works do not provide experimental
validation.

fairness towards items, and quite a number of works aim to increase the ex-
posure of long-tail items which are not too popular, see, e.g., [48]. In terms of
fairness towards users, the technical proposal in [37] for example aims to serve
users with recommendations that reflect their past diversity preferences with
respect to movie genres. An approach towards group fairness is proposed in
[110]. Here, groups are not identified by their protected attribute, but by the
recommendation accuracy that is achieved (using any metric) for the members
of the group.

In other domains beyond Video/Music (dominated, as mentioned above,
by MovieLens datasets), fairness is characterized by the inherent properties of
users and items in each particular domain. For example, in e-commerce the
price or year of the item, or the helpfulness of the provided user’s review are
considered [41]; in tourism, the user’s gender and the business category are
typically analyzed [104].

Continuing our discussions above, such notions of unfairness in the de-
scribed application contexts may not be undisputed. When some users receive
recommendations with lower accuracy, this might be caused by their limited
activity on the platform or their unwillingness to allow the system to collect
data. Actually, one may consider it unfair to artificially lower the quality of
recommendations for the group of highly active and open users. In another
example, it might not be clear why recommending less popular items—which
might in fact not be popular because of their limited quality—would make
a system fairer, and equating bias (or skewed distributions) with unfairness
in general seems questionable. Therefore, we iterate the importance of clearly
specifying the underlying assumptions, hypothesis, and normative claims in
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any given research work on fairness. Otherwise it may remain unclear to what
extent a particular system design or algorithmic approach will ensure or in-
crease a system’s level of fairness.

Similar questions arise when using calibration approaches to ensure fair-
ness in a personalized, user-individual way. Considering, for example, a user
fairness calibration approach like the one presented in [37], it is less than clear
why diversifying recommendations according to user tastes would increase the
system’s fairness. It may increase the quality of the recommendations, but a
system that generates recommendations of limited quality in terms of cali-
bration for everyone is probably not one we would call unfair. However, note
that there actually may be situations where calibration serve a certain fairness
goal. Consider, for example, that a recommendation provider notices that users
with niche tastes often receive item recommendations that are not interesting
to them. This may happen when an algorithm too strongly focuses on main-
stream items and when the used metrics do not reveal clearly that there are
some user groups that are not served well. Under the assumption that users
with niche tastes might also be users who are marginalized in other ways, e.g.,
when they are users who differ because of ethnicity or national origin, then
improving calibration may indeed serve a fairness goal. These assumptions and
claims however have to be made explicit, as otherwise it might just be an issue
of whether the recommendation quality is measured in the right way.

In several cases, and independent of the particular application domain, it
therefore seems that the addressed problem settings are not too realistic or
remain artificial to a certain extent. One main reason for this phenomenon in
our view lies in the lack of suitable datasets for domains where fairness re-
ally matters. These could for example be the problem of job recommendations
on business networks or people recommendations on social media which can
be discriminatory. In today’s research, often datasets from rather non-critical
domains or synthetic datasets are used to showcase the effectiveness of a tech-
nical solution [6, 61, 62, 74, 110, 146, 149, 152, 167]. While this may certainly
be meaningful to demonstrate the effects of, e.g., a fairness-aware re-ranking
algorithm, such research may appear to remain quite disconnected from real-
world problems. Related phenomena of “abstraction traps” in fair ML were
discussed earlier in [135]. While abstraction certainly is central to computer
science, the danger exists that central domain-specific or application-specific
idiosyncrasies are abstracted away so that ML tools can be applied. In the end,
the proposed solutions for the abstracted problem may then fail to properly ac-
count for the sometimes complex interactions between technical systems and
the real world, and to respond to the “fundamental tensions, uncertainties,
and conflicts inherent in sociotechnical systems.” [135]

4.5 Methodology

In this section, we review how researchers approach the problems from a
methodological perspective.
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Research Methods In principle, research in recommender systems can be done
through experimental research (e.g., with a field study or through a simula-
tion) or non-experimental research (e.g., through observational studies or with
qualitative methods) [71, 80]. In recommender systems research, three main
types of experimental research are common: (a) offline experiments based on
historical data, (b) user studies (laboratory studies), and (c) field tests (A/B
tests, where different systems versions are evaluated in the real world). Figure 8
shows how many papers fall into each category. Like in general recommender
systems research [81], we find that offline experiments are the predominant
form of research. Note that we here only consider 83 technical papers, and not
the conceptual, theoretical, and analytic ones that we identified. Only in very
few cases (6 papers), humans were involved in the experiments, and in even
fewer cases (3 papers) we found reports of field tests. Regarding user studies,
[76] for example involves real users to evaluate fairness in a group recommen-
dation setting. On the other hand, notable examples of field experiment are
provided in [62], where a gender-representative re-ranker is deployed for a ran-
domly chosen 50% of the recruiters on the LinkedIn Recruiter platform (A/B
testing), and in [17], where the engagement with a large-scale recommender
system in production is reported across sub-groups of users. We only found
one paper that relied on interviews as a qualitative research method [143].
Also, only very few papers used more than one experiment type, e.g., [136]
were both a user study and an offline experiment were conducted.

Fig. 8: Experiment Types.

The dominance of offline experiments points to a research gap in terms of
our understanding of fairness perceptions by users. Many technical papers that
use offline experiments assume that there is some target distribution or a tar-
get constraint that should be met. And these papers then use computational
metrics to assess to what extent an algorithm is able to meet those targets. The
target distribution, e.g., of popular and long-tail content, is usually assumed
to be given or to be a system parameter. To what extent a certain distribu-
tion or metric value would be considered fair by users or other stakeholders
in a given domain is usually not discussed. In any practical application, this
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question is however fundamental, and again the danger exists that research
is stuck in an abstraction trap, as characterized above. In a recent work on
job recommendations [156], it was for example found that a debiasing algo-
rithm lead to fairer recommendation without a loss in accuracy. A user study
then however revealed that participants actually preferred the original system
recommendations.

Main Technical Contributions and Algorithmic Approaches Looking only at
the technical papers, we identified three main groups of technical contributions:
(i) works that report outcomes of data analyses or which compare recommen-
dation outcomes, (ii) works that propose algorithmic approaches to increase
the fairness of the recommendations, and (iii) works that propose new metrics
or evaluation approaches. Figure 9 shows the distribution of papers according
to this categorization.
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Fig. 9: Technical Focus of Papers.

We observe that most technical papers aim to make the recommendations
of a system fairer, e.g., by reducing biases or by aiming to meet a target dis-
tribution. Technically, in analogy to context-aware recommender systems [7],
this “fairness step” can be done (i) in a pre-processing step, (ii) integrated in
the ranking model (modeling approaches), or (iii) in a post-processing step.
Figure 10 shows what is common in the current literature, see also [98]. Meth-
ods that rely on some form of pre-processing are comparably rare. Typical
approaches for modeling approaches include specific fairness-aware loss func-
tions or optimizing methods that consider certain constraints. Post-processing
approaches are frequently based on re-ranking.

Overall, the statistics on the one hand point to a possible research gap in
terms of works that aim to understanding what leads to unfair recommenda-
tions and how severe the problems are for different algorithmic approaches in
particular domains. In the future, it might therefore be important to focus
more on analytical research, as advocated also in [78], e.g., to understand the
idiosyncrasies of a particular application scenario instead of aiming solely for
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Fig. 10: Fairness Step.

general-purpose algorithms. On the other hand, the relatively large amount
of work that propose new ways of evaluating indicate that the field is not yet
mature and has not yet established a standardized research methodology. We
discuss evaluation metrics next.

Evaluation Metrics. In offline experiments, a variety of computational metrics
are employed to evaluate the fairness of a set of recommendations. The choice
of a certain fairness metric is mostly determined by the underlying concept
of fairness, such as whether it is about individual or group fairness. In Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4, we provide detailed lists of selected metrics used in the
literature on fairness in recommender systems.14 We primarily organize the
metrics along the common categorization of group fairness (Table 3) vs. indi-
vidual fairness (Table 4). Within the category of group fairness metrics, we
furthermore mainly distinguish between the types of utility (benefit) in terms
of exposure and effectiveness [9]. The metrics listed in Table 4, in contrast, are
split into (a) metrics for individual item recommendation scenarios, and (b)
metrics for group recommendation settings. Exposure and effectiveness can be
defined as follows:
– Exposure refers to the degree to which an item or group of items is exposed

to a user or group of users;
– Effectiveness (sometimes called relevance) defines the amount to which an

item’s exposure is effective, i.e., corresponds to the user’s preferences.

Different stakeholders in recommender systems may be concerned with these
two types of utility to varying degrees. For instance, from the perspective of
customers, fairness primarily entails an equitable distribution of effectiveness
among users, thereby preventing the discrimination of historically disadvan-
taged groups such as female or black job applicants, for example. In contrast,
producers and item providers that seek enhanced visibility are primarily con-
cerned with exposure equity, which should not be punished, for instance, based
on producers’ popularity or country.

14 We note that in these tables we only provide individual examples of works that used a
particular metric.
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We note that the popularity of items is a central concept in most metrics
that are related to exposure. Most commonly, the popularity of an item is
assessed in offline experiments by counting the number of observed interactions
for each item in the training data. Moreover, various work assume that there is
a trade-off between different evaluation objectives: customer fairness, provider
fairness, and overall system accuracy. Thus, some metrics in the literature are
designed against the background of such potential trade-offs.

Table 3: Selected types of evaluation metrics used for group fairness scenarios.

Metrics used for measuring Exposure

Popularity of recom-
mended items

Different measures are used in the literature to quantify the
popularity of the items in a given list of recommendations,
e.g, the Average Recommendation Popularity (ARP) [2] or
the PCOUNT measure in [22]. The assumption is that rec-
ommending less popular items increases fairness, see also
[42].

Deviation from popularity-
ranked list

In [22], the authors propose a metric to assess the popu-
larity bias of a list inspired by the Normalized Cumula-
tive Gain (NDCG) metric. The popularity bias is assessed
by comparing a given top-n recommendation list with a
list that is ranked by popularity. Lists which differ more
strongly from a pure popularity-ranked list are considered
to be fairer.

Proportion of less popular
items in recommendations

Different metrics in the literature assess the number of less
popular (long-tail) items in the top-n recommendations as
a fairness indicator. These metrics are called Average Per-
centage of Long Tail Items (APLT) in [2] or Popularity
Rate in [61]. Such metrics are commonly based on some
pre-defined threshold to distinguish long-tail items from
other.

Disparate exposure of
provider groups

In [21], the authors compare how often the items of a
certain group of item providers are recommended relative
to the proportion of items of this provider group in the
catalog. This measure is used to assess what the authors
term “disparate visibility”. A variation of this measure,
“disparate exposure”, also includes a positional decay, see
also [68]. The underlying fairness assumption is that items
of a minority group of providers should be recommended
to users proportional to their representation.

Individual provider expo-
sure

Different exposure-based metrics were proposed which as-
sume that items from the same provider belong to the same
group. In [161], the variance of the distribution of group-
level exposures is used, whereas in [121] an entropy-like
measure is used; in both cases, a lower value evidences less
inequality and, hence, more fairness. In [121] another met-
ric is defined based on a minimum exposure requirement
(i.e., each product must be assigned to a minimum number
of distinct customers) to measure the fraction of satisfied
producers.
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Variance of provider expo-
sure

Also Wu et al. [161] base their fairness assessments on the
exposure of the items of providers relative to the number
(and quality) of their items in the catalog (as in [21]). The
final fairness judgment for a recommender system is how-
ever then made by considering the variance of exposures
across providers (groups), where lower variance indicates
higher fairness.

Ranking-based Statistical
Parity (RSP)

Zhu et al. [179] propose to assess if items of different
provider groups have the same probability to be contained
in the top-k recommendation lists of users. A system is
considered fair if it ensures statistical parity, i.e., when the
probability distributions of being ranked (exposed in) in
top-k lists are comparable for different groups.

Divergence of exposure
probabilities

In [38], Dash et al. aim to assess the probability of expo-
sure for “sponsored” recommendations compared to “or-
ganic” recommendations on e-commerce marketplaces. To
that purpose they compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence
of the distributions, which they estimate based on differ-
ent factors. A system is considered fair and not exhibiting
exposure bias when the divergence is close to zero.

Concentration on a subset
of items

A number of works, e.g., [61], use the Gini index to assess to
what extent a recommender system has a tendency to focus
on a limited set of items. Such a concentration on a subset
of the items in the catalog may lead to an over proportional,
and thus unfair, exposure of some items. The Gini index is
a number between 0 and 1, which is traditionally used to
quantify inequalities, e.g., in terms of income in a society. A
higher Gini index means higher concentration. We however
note that this not necessarily means that the concentration
is on popular items (which is however usually the case in
practice).

Metrics used for measuring Effectiveness15

Difference between group’s
utility

The simplest way to evaluate group fairness is to cal-
culate the difference (typically in an absolute sense) in
the average performance of group members where groups
are defined based on the protected attributes; here the
performance can be quantified using ranking-aware (e.g.,
NDCG), or rating-based measures (e.g., RMSE). This con-
cept is used to quantify group fairness in a number of
publications under several titles, including mean Absolute
Difference [41, 42, 177], or user-oriented group fairness
(UGF) [95], and even Negative bias [110], where the lat-
ter calculates the difference between a performance metric
(e.g., NDCG) for a user segment and all other users. It
should be highlighted that this metric can be utilized to
measure producers’ exposure fairness, see e.g., [41].

15 Historically, evaluations of fairness in recommender systems mostly associated “expo-
sure” with “providers” and “effectiveness” with “consumers”, as these utilities are of most in-
terest to these stakeholders. However, other works use less explored scenarios, e.g., [21, 179],
and examine effectiveness from the provider perspective.
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Relevance disparity This metric was introduced along with “Disparate exposure
of provider groups” from above in [21]. Essentially, this pa-
per examines the same disparity on the producer-side, but
with relevance as the underlying utility. The authors note
that a disparity in relevance values might not necessar-
ily imply that the minority group is discriminated against
based on its exposure or visibility in the recommendations
lists, but it may be exacerbated through continuous recom-
mendation loops.

Prediction error access
market segment

The average prediction errors of a fair algorithm are sup-
posed to be similar for different market segments. Thus,
in [155] the authors propose to use statistical significance
tests and the F-statistic as a fairness evaluation metric to
evaluate a global parity of prediction errors across differ-
ent consumer-product market segments. Lower values in
this approach indicate better rating prediction fairness.

Ranking-based equal op-
portunity (REO)

This metric, again introduced by [179], is similar to RSP
presented in the previous Table but is primarily concerned
with measuring effectiveness fairness. It quantifies the dis-
crepancy between item groups based on the probability
that a relevant item is among the top-k suggestions;

Other Scenarios

Two-sided metrics A number of metrics were proposed that integrate two
group fairness criteria, namely consumer effectiveness and
consumer exposure. (i) Flexible probabilistic metrics: Some
works have presented fairness measurement models that
are adaptable to specific scenarios, mostly by comparing
the distributions provided by a given system against an
ideal (fair) distribution, sometimes called target represen-
tation, see [9, 87]. Generalized Cross Entropy [39, 41, 126] is
such a metric that compares those two distributions. Simi-
larly, Kirnap et al. [87] investigate a variety of divergence-
based metrics and target representation types (e.g., based
on equity, proportionality to the corpus size, etc.); (ii) Joint
multi-sided metrics: another group of fairness metrics elim-
inates the constraint of comparing against a target repre-
sentation and evaluates fairness on the basis of statistical
independence between user and item groups. Examples in-
clude Bias Disparity [100, 104, 152] and Mutual Informa-
tion [9]. Another example is [161], where the authors study
joint multi-sided fairness evaluation by designing metrics
to measure the individual fairness of customers, group fair-
ness of providers, and the overall quality of the recommen-
dation results by measuring the quality-weighted exposure
for the provider side and comparing the reduction in in-
dividuals’ recommendation quality for the consumer side
(see individual fairness).

Calibration The assumption behind calibration metrics is that fair rec-
ommendations should not deviate from the historical data
of the user, this is exactly what User Popularity Deviation
(UPD) [6] measures in terms of the user’s interest towards
popular items. ∆GAP (Group Average Popularity) [162]
measures the same, but at the (user) group level;
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Weighted Proportional
Fairness

Inspired by rate control algorithms for communication net-
works, this metric proposed in [102] is a generalized Nash
solution that seeks equilibrium when allocating items (as-
sociated with a category) to users. For this, it solves a con-
strained maximization problem based on the exposure of
each group of items.

Table 4: Selected types of evaluation metrics used for individual fairness scenarios.

Individual recommendation scenario

Max individual deviation Addressing the potential trade-off between fairness and
other domain-specific requirements/utilities is important.
For instance, in particular applications such as mobile
apps for video recommendation, regulating fairness, and
improving network gains are both crucial goals that may
be at odds. Thus, Giannakas et al. [67] study the prob-
lem of network-friendly recommendation (NFR) focusing
on owner/producer satisfaction, as measured by the differ-
ence in exposure opportunity provided to a single piece of
content (item) between the fair recommender being evalu-
ated and a baseline NFR. Individual fairness depends on
the metric calculated based on individual content disparity
not exceeding a maximum threshold (worst-case scenario),
as indicated by the maximum individual deviation. The
authors also apply other aggregation metrics, such as total
variation distance and Kullback-Leibler Divergence, which
eliminate the constraint for individual content and instead
concentrate on the disparity on the provider level (group
fairness).

The variance of individual
losses

In certain research studies, the same trade-off is handled
by assuming that the quality of recommendations will de-
crease when providers’ fair exposure is taken into account,
and more importantly, that individual fairness can be mea-
sured by reduction of individual user recommendation qual-
ity. Therefore, it is possible to define individual unfairness
as the differences in user losses and to seek for this individ-
ual loss value to be dispersed evenly to each consumer, as
measured by the difference. Wu et al. [161] employ a rank-
based measure (NDCG) as the underlying utility for quan-
tifying an individual’s recommendation quality, whereas
Rastegarpanah et al. [130] use the mean squared error over
a user’s known ratings.

The variance of user/item
deviation cost

Some works connect the notion of utility with the concept
of cost. For example, in Koutsopoulos et al. [92] state that
to guarantee a minimum degree of item coverage, e.g., d-
coverage, at least d users must be recommended an item.
The items in the recommendation list must be re-ranked in
order to ensure an optimal ranking under such constraints.
Individual fairness is defined by the cost of deviation from
a nominal RS that does not account for item coverage and
requires the incurred cost of deviation to be as evenly dis-
tributed across items or users as possible.
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Based on Rawlsian fairness Under Rawlsian principles [131] of justice as fairness and
the difference principle (where only inequalities that work
to the advantage of the worst-off are permitted), the Max-
min opportunity fairness metric [180] accepts inequalities
and aims to maximize the minimum utility of individuals or
groups so that no subject is underserved by the model; for
this, the average true positive rate of the t% worst-off items
is computed, which are the t% items with the lowest true
positive rates among all cold start items during testing.

Group recommendation scenario

Aggregating effectiveness
metrics on a group basis

Some authors aggregate metrics like NDCG or recall ac-
cording to the users who belong to the same group. For
these aggregations, the minimal value in a group or the ra-
tio between minimal and maximal values have been used to
quantify the gap between the least and highest utilities of
group members in order to achieve social welfare [86, 103].

Other uses of effectiveness
metrics

In group recommendation settings, where the recommen-
dations for all the users in a group are combined into the
same ranking, effectiveness metrics are used as surrogates
of fairness to account for how many users are positively
impacted by the recommendation. This is done in a way
that higher values (more hits, or relevant recommendations
for users) mean fairer recommendation lists. Such an ap-
proach was chosen in [165] with the average reciprocal hit
rank, and in [86] with the zero-recall metric, which consid-
ers how many users received no relevant recommendations.
Hence, lower values indicate fairer situations.

Satisfaction Producing recommendations to a group should be fair when
multiple iterations are allowed (sequential recommenda-
tion). In this context, the authors of [147] propose several
metrics to account for fairness: the overall satisfaction of
a user (average of recommendation quality received by a
user on each iteration), overall group satisfaction (average
of overall user satisfaction across the group), and group
disagreement (difference between maximum and minimum
satisfaction values in a group).

Discussion The main problem when using computational metrics in offline
experiments, in general, is that it is often unclear to what extent these metrics
translate to better systems in practice. In non-fairness research, this typically
amounts to the question if higher prediction accuracy on past data will lead
to more value for consumers or providers, e.g., in terms of user satisfaction
or business-oriented key performance indicators, see [79]. In fairness research,
the corresponding questions are if users would actually consider the recom-
mendations fairer or if a fairness-aware algorithm would lead to the different
behavior of the users. Unfortunately, research that involves humans is very
rare. An example of a work that considers the effects of fair rankings can
be found in [148], where mixed effects were observed in the context of job
recommendation, accounting for gender biases and the impact of job context,
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candidate profiles, and employer inherent biases, revealing that fair algorithms
are useful unless employers evidence strong gender preferences.

Another potential issue of the metrics used is that they may be a strong
over-simplification or too strong abstraction of the real problems. Consider the
problem of recommending long-tail (less popular) items, which is in the focus of
many research works. The metrics we found that measure how many long-tail
items are recommended usually do not differentiate whether the recommended
item is a “good” one or not, by using some form of quality assessment. As men-
tioned, some items may be unpopular just because of their poor quality. Also,
in many of these works, it is not clear what a desirable level of exposure of
long-tail items would be. This is a problem that is particularly pronounced
also for many works that measure fairness through the deviation of the rec-
ommendations from some target (desirable) distribution. In technical terms,
adjusting the recommendations to be closer to some target distribution can
be done with almost trivial and very efficient means like re-ranking. The true
and important question, however, is how we know the target distribution in a
given application context.

Generally, we also found a number of works where biased recommendations
(e.g., towards popular items) were equated with unfairness. As discussed, this
assumption may be too strong. In some of these papers, no deeper discussion
is provided about why the biases lead to unfairness in a certain application
context. The normative claims and underlying assumptions about how and
when fairness is defined are missing, in parts leading to the impression that
the concept of ’bias mitigation’ instead of ’fairness’ should have been used. As
noted earlier, a similar observation can be made for papers that assume that
calibrating recommendations per se leads to fairness. This can probably not
be safely stated in general unless the normative claims are made explicit and
fit the goals that are achieved by calibration.

When considering recommendation quality metrics for groups, the assump-
tion is either that different groups should have equal recommendation quality
(to treat them all alike) or that there is some justified inequality. The latter
case may, for example, arise if some groups are assumed to receive better ser-
vice, e.g., because they have paid for better service or when the inequality is
dependent on the corpus size or the available relevant data [9, 87].

As argued above, in most applications of recommenders the recommenda-
tions will be better in terms of accuracy measures for active users than for less
active users. Some papers in this survey consider this unfair, but this line of
argumentation is not easy to follow. In fact, some researchers may argue that
the correct mitigation strategy would be to fix the data or change the user
interface to elicit more data. It would also be debatable which percentage of
performance is acceptable to consider such a tradeoff (un)fair, as is the norm
in the discussion around statistical parity. Certainly, there may be scenarios
where there are particular protected attributes for which it may be desirable
not to have largely varying accuracy levels across the groups. In many of the
surveyed papers, no realistic use cases are however given.
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In terms of the different notions of fairness, traditionally either group fair-
ness or individual fairness are studied to address consumer effectiveness and
producer exposure. However, recent research also addresses situations involv-
ing mixed individual and group fairness, such as group item exposure fairness
and user-individual effectiveness fairness, see for example [130, 161]. In such
studies, it is often assumed that when provider exposure is addressed, the
quality of the recommendations may diminish. The authors thus define indi-
vidual unfairness as disparities in user losses and demand that the decline in
recommendation quality be dispersed equitably across all users. As previously
stated, the notion of a trade-off between the fairness evaluation objectives and
overall system accuracy is prevalent in fairness research, and these demonstrate
the need for additional research on multi-sided recommendation fairness.

Finally, looking at individual fairness in group recommendation scenar-
ios, a multitude of aggregation strategies were proposed over the years such
as Least Misery or Borda Count [105]. The literature on group recommender
systems—which is now revived under the term fairness—however, does not
provide a clear conclusion regarding which aggregation metric should be used
in a given application. It should be noted that Arrow’s impossibility theo-
rem (from Social Choice Theory) supports the conclusion that no aggregation
strategy will be universally ideal, hence leading again to a potential reason
for unfairness in a group. Also in this area researchers, may have been stuck
in an abstraction trap [78, 135] as we have pointed out several oversimplifi-
cation instances in fairness research, and more (multi-disciplinary) research
seems required to understand group recommendation processes, see [46] for an
observational study in the tourism domain.

Reproducibility The lack of reproducibility can be a major barrier to achieving
progress in AI [72], and recent studies indicate that limited reproducibility is
a substantial issue also in recommender systems research [16, 36]. Figure 11
shows how many of the studied technical papers, and artifacts were shared to
ensure the reproducibility of the reported experiments.16 While the level of
reproducibility seems to be higher than in general AI [72], still for the large
majority of the considered works authors did not share any code or data.

4.6 Landscape Overview

Fairness is a multi-faceted subject. In order to provide an encompassing under-
standing of different fairness dimensions, we have developed a taxonomy that
takes different perspectives, as explained in Section 3.2, which allows us to
describe the landscape of fairness research in recommender systems, as shown
in Figure 12. The landscape’s main aspects can be summarized based on the
following questions.

16 The level of reproducibility of research work can be assessed in multiple dimensions, see
[72]. In the context of our work, we limit ourselves to the analysis of certain central artifacts
that are publicly shared.
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Fig. 11: Level of Reproducibility (Shared Artifacts).

– How is fairness implemented? Depending on which step of the recom-
mendation pipeline we change, fairness-enhancing systems can be divided
into are pre-, in- and post-processing techniques. Here we also note that the
main patterns are in- and post-processing (typically re-ranking), probably
due to the advantage of an easier applicability to existing systems.

– What is the target representation? The target representation is de-
fined as the ideal representation (i.e., proportion or distribution of expo-
sure) [87]. In other works, this is also referred to as target distribution (of
benefits such as exposure or relevance). Even though this aspect has not
been specifically analyzed in the previously presented figures, we have iden-
tified three main target representations against which most fairness metrics
compare: catalog size, relevance, and parity. These representations match
those introduced in [87], where authors state that the choice of the rep-
resentation target depends on the application domain. Among these, the
most common interpretation is that items should be recommended equally
for each group, hence, using a parity-based representation target. How-
ever, there are also other aspects and fairness notions that do not use this
assumption, as discussed in Section 2.3.

– What is the benefit of fairness? As in the previous case, for the sake
of conciseness, we have not considered this dimension in this detailed anal-
ysis, but it is worth mentioning that fairness definitions can be categorized
depending on whether its main benefit is based on exposure (by assess-
ing if items are exposed in a uniform or fair way) or relevance (with the
additional constraint on the exposure that it must be effective, that is, it
should match the user preferences). In principle, any information seeking
system (such as search engines or recommender systems) should aim for
relevance-based benefits. However, considering the difficulty of these tasks,
by measuring and achieving a situation with fair exposure, the subsequent
measurements on the system would already be impacted and improved,
from a fairness perspective and, hence, it is a reasonable goal to obtain.

– How is fairness measured? Fairness evaluation, as any other exper-
imental research, can be performed through qualitative or quantitative
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methods. As discussed in Section 4.5, qualitative approaches are currently
almost never taken, and most of the analyses are done by quantitative
approaches such as offline experiments or A/B tests.

– On which level is fairness considered? Fairness can be defined on a
group level or individual level, as discussed above. Today, group-level fair-
ness is the prevalent option, most likely because measuring (operationaliz-
ing) group fairness is easier than individual fairness. In other words, what
it means for two individuals to be similar is task-sensitive and more diffi-
cult than segmenting users/items into groups based on a sensitive feature,
as is often done in the examined literature of group fairness. This might
also have social implications, as many major considerations of fairness in
the literature, including gender equality, demographic equality, and others,
are predicated on the concept of group fairness. This is connected with the
so-called issue of intersectionality, which we discuss in some more detail
below. It is important to note that the primary limitation of group fairness
is the decreasing reliability of sensitive attributes in recent years due to
privacy concerns and firms’ reluctance to share such information.

– Fairness for whom? In many cases, the circumstance for making a recom-
mendation is intrinsically multi-sided. As a result, any of the stakeholders
engaged, as well as the platform itself, may be affected by (un)fairness.
Through our survey, we found that there is a balance in the literature be-
tween consumer and provider viewpoints. In addition, more recent research
in ML has begun to address the issue of intersectionality in fairness by
building statistical frameworks that account for bias within multiple pro-
tected groups, for example, “black women” instead of just “black people” or
“women” [66, 112]. An interesting example is presented by Buolamwini et
al. [23] where the authors found that commercial facial image classification
systems do not show the full distribution of mis-classifications when con-
sidering gender and skin type alone, and that darker-skinned women being
the most misclassified group, with an accuracy drop of over 30% compared
to lighter-skinned men. This aspect has, to the best of our knowledge, been
largely overlooked in the recommender fairness research; one exception is
the study presented recently by Shen et al. [139], where such intersection-
ality between gender (male vs. female) and skin color (black vs. white)
fairness was applied to language model-driven conversational recommen-
dation.

– What is the considered time horizon of fairness? Fairness can be
pursued in a static way (or: one-shot), or dynamically over time, taking
into account shifts in the item catalog, user tastes, etc. However, practically
we observe a prevalence of the former, with the latter including new trends
like reinforcement learning-based approaches.

– What are the causes of unfairness? The dominant pattern of fairness-
enhancing approaches seems to pursue a static, associative, group-level
notion of fairness, inheriting from fair ML traditional research. Hence, pa-
pers considering relatively new approaches such as causal inference and
long-term fairness are more rare. We can describe this as a research gap,
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FAIRNESS

How is fairness
measured?

• Qualitative
• Quantitative

What is target  
representation ?

• Catalog size
• Relevance
• Parity

What is the  
benefit of fairness ?

• Relevance
• Exposure

How is fairness  
implemented ?
▪ Pre 7%
▪ In 59%
▪ Post 34%

Fairness for whom?
▪ Consumer 49%
▪ Producer 51%

What is the considered
time horizon of fairness?
▪ Dynamic 16%
▪ Static 84%

On which level is  
fairness considered?
▪ Group 66%
▪ Individual 26%
▪ Both 8%

What are the causes
of unfairness?

▪ Causal 3%
▪ Associative 97%

Fig. 12: Taxonomy and Landscape.

i.e., there should be more research into the reasons of unfairness through
the lens of causality and counterfactuals.

5 Discussion

Summary of Main Observations Due to today’s broad and increasing use of
AI in practical applications, questions relating to the potential harms of AI-
powered systems have received more and more attention in recent years, both
in academic research, the tech industry, and within political organizations.
Fairness is often considered a central component of what is sometimes called
responsible AI. These developments can also be seen in the area of recom-
mender systems, where we observed a strong increase in terms of publications
on fairness since the mid-2010s, cf. Figure 1.

Looking closer at the research contributions from the field of computer sci-
ence, we observe that the large majority of works aim to provide technical so-
lutions, and that the technical contributions are predominantly fairness-aware
algorithms (cf. Figure 2 and Figure 9). In contrast, only comparably limited
research activity seems to take place on topics that go beyond the algorithmic
perspective, such as user interfaces and human-in-the-loop approaches, or even
beyond computer science (that is applied to AI in general, and recommender
systems in particular), such as psychology, economics, or social sciences. While
algorithmic research is certainly important, focusing almost exclusively on im-
proving algorithms in terms of optimizing an abstract computational fairness
metric may be too limited. Ultimately, however, our goal should rather be
to design “algorithmic systems that support human values” [116] and avoid
potential abstraction traps, similar as in the general area of fair ML.
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On the positive side, we find that researchers in fair RS are addressing
various notions of fairness (cf. Figures 3 to 6), e.g., they deal with questions
both of individual fairness and of group fairness. In addition, the community
has expanded the scope of fairness considerations beyond its impact on people
and has developed various approaches to deal with fairness towards items and
providers. This is different from many other traditional application areas of
fair ML, e.g., credit default prediction, where people are usually the main focus
of research, even though these concepts of item fairness are ultimately always
related to people (or organizations) in the end, because the item providers are
the ones impacted when their items are not recommended.

Looking at the considered application domains and datasets, we observe
that various domains are addressed. However, the large majority of techni-
cal papers report experiments with datasets from the media domain (videos
and music), cf. Figure 7. Specifically, some of the MovieLens datasets are fre-
quently used either as a concrete use case or as a way to at least provide
reproducible results, given that the set of fairness aspects that can be reason-
ably studied with such datasets seems limited. All in all, there seems to be a
certain lack of real-world datasets for real-world fairness problems, which is
why researchers frequently also rely on synthetic data or on protected groups
that are artificially introduced into a given recommendation dataset.

In terms of the research methodology, offline experiments using the de-
scribed datasets are the method of choice for most researchers, cf. Figure 8.
Only very few works rely on studies that have the human in the loop, which
points to a major research gap in fair recommender systems. In the context of
these offline evaluations, a rich variety of evaluation approaches and compu-
tational metrics are used. The way the research problems are operationalized
however often appears to be an oversimplification of the underlying problem.
In many research works, for example, (popularity) biases are equated with
unfairness, which we believe is not necessarily the case in general. Some of the
surveyed works also seem to “re-brand” existing research on beyond-accuracy
quality aspects of recommendations—e.g., on diversity or calibration—as fair-
ness research, sometimes missing a clear and detailed discussion of the under-
lying normative claims that are addressed. Finally, in almost all works some
“gold standard” for fair recommendations is assumed to be given, e.g., in the
form of a target distribution regarding item exposures. With the goal of pro-
viding generic algorithmic solutions, little or no guidance is however usually
provided on how to decide or determine this gold standard for a given use case.
While general-purpose solutions are certainly desirable, the danger of being
stuck in an abstraction trap with limited practical impact increases [78, 135].

Future Directions Our analysis of the current research landscape points to a
number of further research gaps. Considering the type of contributions and
the different notions of fairness, we find that today’s research efforts are not
balanced. Most published works are algorithmic contributions and use offline
evaluations with a variety of proxy metrics to assess fairness. Less discussion
is provided regarding how different level content used in mainstream recom-
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mender systems (e.g., user-generated, expert-generated content, and audio)
[44, 113] are susceptible to the promotion of certain types of biases and un-
fairness, e.g., audio content could suffer more from an accuracy standpoint but
could promote the recommendation of long-term items more effectively. More-
over, these offline evaluations are based on one particular point in time. As
such, these evaluations do not consider longitudinal dynamics that may emerge
(a) when the fairness goals change over time or (b) when an algorithm’s out-
put changes over time, e.g., when a fairness intervention gradually improves
the recommendations. This limitation of static offline evaluations also becomes
more acknowledged in the general recommender systems literature. Simulation
approaches are recently often considered as one promising approach to model
such longitudinal dynamics [63, 111, 133, 174]. Causal models, in contrast to
associative ones, also received very limited research attention so far.

Through our survey, we furthermore identified a number of promising re-
search problems for which only few works exist so far:

– Challenge 1: Achieving realistic and useful definitions for fairness. As
discussed before, there are several definitions for fairness, not only in the RS
literature but in ML and AI in general [120]. This provokes incompatibility
between some of these definitions and potential disagreement, where one
metric may conclude that a recommender system is fair and another the
opposite, even from a mathematical point of view [31]. As a consequence,
it is not easy to find a proper balance between different notions of fairness
and the performance of the recommendation models. An example of a
relevant proposal can be found in [102], where the authors employ metrics
that capture the cumulative reward in a way that combines accuracy and
fairness while aiming to improve both. This is a rich area of investigation,
open to novel definitions and approaches about how to leverage this tradeoff
and whether one dimension should weight more than the other [31, 57, 89].
However, this is not the only problem we have identified in our literature
review. As stated in Section 4.5, the seldom use of user studies and field
tests make it very difficult to incorporate user perception [56] into our
understanding of what should be defined as a fair recommendation. In fact,
some works propose to move from notions of equality to those of equity
and independence [9], but even these general definitions that may work at
a societal level, may not necessarily make sense depending on the domain
or the user needs.

– Challenge 2: Building on appropriate data to assess fairness. As discussed
in Section 4.4, some datasets used in the literature do not contain sensitive
attributes at all. This problem has been addressed in different ways, none
of them perfect but fruitful towards the goal of mimicking the evaluation of
recommender systems in realistic scenarios. A first possibility is to perform
data augmentation, where the main idea is, without changing the under-
lying data and algorithm, to be able to remove biases from the data to
provide higher-quality information to the algorithms [130]. Another, more
popular, possibility is to use of simulation instead of real-world datasets.
Various recent papers use simulation, sampling techniques (see e.g., the
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work by Deldjoo et al. [42] investigating the impact of data characteris-
tics), and synthetic data to evaluate fairness in search scenarios [62]. This
may require more advanced techniques in the evaluation step, such as coun-
terfactual evaluation, in order to properly interpret the data coming from
A/B logged interactions once interventions have been performed through
a recommendation algorithm, for example, by focusing on improving item
exposure [107].

– Challenge 3: Understanding fairness in reciprocal settings. Maintaining
the utility of stakeholders in reciprocal settings is a new notion of fairness
[163], even though reciprocal recommender systems have been studied (al-
though not as frequently as other systems) in the past and remain at the
core of social network and matching platforms, see [90] for a survey on
people-to-people recommender systems. In the former work, Xia et al. de-
fine fairness as an equilibrium between parties where there are ’buyers’ and
’sellers’ and each seller has the same value or ’price’; hence, in their notion
of “Walrasian Equilibrium” they are treated fairly by considering at the
same time (a) the disparity of service, (b) the similarity of mutual prefer-
ence, and (c) the equilibrium of demand and supply, that is, by balancing
the demand of buyers and the supply of sellers.
By considering the importance of this type of systems, being able to op-
erationalize a reasonable definition for this context is foreseen as a major
challenge to tackle in the future. In fact, going beyond these notions of equi-
librium for reciprocal settings, such as cooperative behaviors and non-zero
sum games, would require digging further into game theory and related
areas, which would be potential avenues for future research.

– Challenge 4: Fairness auditing. As stated in [91], algorithm auditing
is the research and practice of assessing, mitigating, and assuring an al-
gorithm’s legality, ethics, and safety. In that work, the authors consider
bias and discrimination as one of the main verticals of algorithm auditing.
Hence, auditing recommender systems should become a priority in the near
future, and the fairness dimension is, by definition, one of the most impor-
tant aspects to be considered in that process. As an example, we want
to highlight that the authors from [93] aimed at auditing decision making
systems, but faced important issues since their agents were banned from
the platform that was meant to be analyzed (Facebook NewsFeed). Hence,
there are technical difficulties that may make this challenge even harder to
achieve, despite its importance in legal and ethical dimensions. Because of
this, we argue that, in order to be practical and potentially address this
challenge, such requirements should be enforced from higher levels or even
policies, otherwise companies may not embrace this type of accountability.

Finally, one main fundamental problem of current research on fair recom-
mender systems is that it is not entirely clear yet how impactful it is in prac-
tice. Algorithmic research is too often based on a very abstract and probably
overly simplistic operationalization of the research problem, using computa-
tional metrics for which it is not clear if they are good proxies for fairness
in a particular problem setting. In such a research approach, fundamental
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questions of what is a fair recommendation in a given situation are not dis-
cussed. Correspondingly, the choice of application domains sometimes seems
arbitrary (based on dataset availability), and the fairness challenges often ap-
pear almost artificial. Moreover, connections to existing works and theories
developed in the social sciences are rarely established in the published litera-
ture, and fairness is often simply treated as an algorithmic problem, e.g., to
make recommendations that match a pre-defined target distribution. In some
ways, current research shares challenges with many works in the area of Ex-
plainable AI, where many insights from social sciences exist and where it is
often neglected that explainable AI, like a recommendation, to a large extent
is a problem of human-computer interaction [109]. As a consequence, much
more fundamental research on fairness, its definition in a given problem set-
ting, and its perception by the involved stakeholders is needed. This, in turn,
requires a multidisciplinary approach, involving not only researchers from dif-
ferent areas of computer sciences, but also including subject-matter experts
from real-world problem settings and scholars from fields outside computer
science, such as psychology and social science.
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